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THE MAGNIFICENT FIVE - THE LATIN 
FIFTH DECLENSION REVISITED

The present article presents the current status of research on the origin of the 
Latin fifth declension with the discussion of the core forms of this type of inflec
tion and their origin (dies ‘day’, res ‘thing’, spés ‘hope’, fidés ‘faith’, plebes ‘people’). 
It is claimed that in all of these forms the -es inflection is acquired secondarily 
and thus should not be transponed back to the Indo-European proto-language, 
contrary to some of the theories which trace the origin of the Latin fifth declen
sion back to the *-e(*-eh, ) stems of Proto-Indo-European. The Latin words of dies 

‘day’ and res ‘thing’ belong to the most frequently occurring vocabulary in the 
language and therefore could have been used as models of analogical reshaping. 

Latin, fifth declension, historical linguistics

Professor Marek Stachowski has great achievements in the field of etymology 
both as the author of numerous works on the topic, a gifted lecturer and as the 
creator and editor of a linguistic journal dedicated completely to the research 
in this domain. In this article I wish to present the current problems concerning 
the origin of the core nouns of the Latin fifth declension which I hope He as the 
Honoree of the volume will find interesting.

1. Latin is noted for having a peculiar type of inflection which does not seem 
to have any comparative evidence elsewhere in Indo-European and appears 
to be an inner-Latin creation (the situation in Sabellic is not clear, cf. Weiss 
2009: 254) - the so-called fifth declension (cf. Pedersen 1926; Leumann 1977: 285, 
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444-447; Klingenschmitt 1992: 127-135; Meiser 1998: 147-149). The origin of this 
ê-stem inflection has been under discussion ever since the earliest times of com
parative linguistics. Already the earliest scholars in the field, Rask, Bopp and 
Schleicher, pointed out the existence of this type of inflection and claimed that 
it was secondary (their views are summarized by Pedersen 1926: 3-7). Brugmann 
(1886: 338ff) compared the Latin fifth declension with the Baltic e-stems and on 
this basis assumed the existence of *-e-stems in the proto-language. Sommer (1914) 
demonstrated that most, if not all, Baltic e-stems go back to the *-iia- proto-form 
thus having nothing in common with the Latin e-stems. His view was in turn 
criticized by Pedersen (1926), who tried to show that the *-e-stems existed in 
the proto-language. The view of Pedersen was taken up by Beekes (1985: 37-38), 
Schrijver (1991: 379-387) and Kortlandt (1997) who all assume the existence of an 
‘-e/ij-inflection in Proto-Indo-European. Other scholars explain the peculiar Latin 
ë-stems as going back originally to various formations in the proto-language 
which ended up eventually in Latin as e-stems (cf. Meiser 1998:147-149; Weiss 
2009: 254; Klingenschmitt 1992: 127-135).

2. The prime example of a noun belonging to this type of declension is the 
hysterokinetic u-stem dies ‘day’ (cf. WH 1: 349-351; EM: 311-313; Leumann 1977: 
356-358; Weiss 2009: 254; Nussbaum 1999; Rau 2010):

PIE Vedic Greek Italic reflexes
Nom. sg. *d(i)i-éu-s d(i)yauh Zeus L. dius/dies, Diespiter (after *diem)
Gen. sg. *di-u-é/ôs divdh Dios L. dius ‘by day’
Dat. sg. *di-u-éj dive Diuei- L. DIVEI-
Acc. sg. *d(i)i-éu-m d(i)yäm Zin L. diem, U. dei
Loe. sg. *d(i)i-éu-0 dyâvi diu ‘day by day’
Voc. sg. *d(i)i-éu-0 dyàuh Zeu Iu(piter), U. Iupater / U. di

3. In the earlier scholarship this noun was mostly classified as a root noun 
(cf. Schindler 1973; Fortson 2010: 116) but Rau (2010) has recently shown that 
it was a hysterokinetic u-stem. The form could be mono- and disyllabic in the 
proto-language by Lindeman’s Law, according to which monosyllabic words 
can scan disyllabically following a word ending in a heavy syllable (cf. Fortson 
2010: 72; Schindler 1977). Different scansions survive in Italic and especially in 
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Vedic, where both the monosyllabic (dyauh) and disyllabic (diyauh) versions are 
found in meter (cf. Mayrhofer 1963: 70). The accusative singular *di-eu-m devel
oped to *diem by Stang’s Law (Stang 1965) already in PIE and was inherited in 
Proto-Italic as *diiem (in its Lindeman variant, cf. Weiss 2009: 248 [but see also 
de Vaan 2008:170 for an alternative solution - introduction of the *di- from the 
oblique cases]). In Latin the nominative was analogically extended to the accusa
tive as *diies before the shortening of vowels in front of *-m (cf. Weiss 2009: 254). 
The model for such a creation was probably the pattern of the other nouns with 
the acc. -Vm: nom. -Vs and the word res ‘thing’, on which see below. The other 
reflexes of the *d(i)i-eu-s paradigm are less clear. As noticed by Nussbaum (1999) 
the stem *dieu- had a threefold reflex in Italic: the noun meaning ‘day’, another 
noun meaning ‘Jupiter’ and several adverb formations. It is also the basis for the 
vrddhi derivative *deiuos eventually giving deus in Latin (cf. Weiss 2009: 225). 
The original nominative of "diieus1 is most probably preserved in the phrase Dius 
Fidius ‘Jupiter of oaths’ and the phrase nudius tertius ‘the day before yesterday’ 
but the expected long *u cannot be confirmed (cf. Weiss 2009: 248). The genitive 
is probably reflected in the adverb dius ‘by day’ and the locative in the adverb 
diu ‘by day, for a long time’ (cf. de Vaan 2008:172-173). The dative might be pre
served in an inscription as DIVEI (cf. Weiss 2009: 248). The vocative was used 
in the phrase *dieu ph2ter which has comparanda elsewhere in Indo-European 
(Greek Zeu pater, Vedic dyaus pitah, cf. Mayrhofer 1963: 70) and thus became 
Iupiter and later Iuppiter ‘Jupiter’. The accusative ‘diiem is also preserved in Um
brian dei. The other Umbrian form, di (and also written twice as dei) is probably 
a vocative and an innovation on the basis of‘diiem as it comes back to the form 

*diie which is not the inherited vocative and does not appear in Latin (cf. Buck 
1904: 131). This stem is also present in the Oscan derivative zicolom < *die-kelo 
(Untermann 2000: 868, cf. de Vaan 2008:170). Latin and Sabellic has then further 
split the paradigm and created a new one - with *diou- as the basis (cf. the gen. 
sg. Latin Iovis, Oscan Iuveis etc.). Where exactly this new stem originated is not 
completely clear. Meiser (1998:144) and de Vaan (2008: 315-316) assume that the 

1 It has been assumed that the nominative should be reconstructed with a lengthened 
grade for PIE on the basis of the Vedic form dyaus and subsequently shortened in 
Greek and Italic by Osthoff’s law. However, already de Saussure (1879: 185) demon
strated that this form could be analogical and thus the Greek (and Latin) forms with 
normal e-grade as expected in an hysterokinetic ‘u-stem could be original (cf. also 
Szemerenyi 1956: i86f.; Watkins 1974: 103).
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acc. sg. was restored as *diou-em and that the other forms were based on that one 
following the additional influence of the archaic vocative: Latin Iupiter, Umbrian 
Iupater. On the other hand, Nussbaum (1999) thinks that the acc. *diou-em may 
also be an innovation since the inherited form is *diiem (an assumption supported 
by Umbrian dei, Latin diem). He also claims that neither the inherited nominative 

‘dious nor the vocative *diou could be good sources of this new stem since the 
nominative is preserved in dius and Diespiter {dies made to *diem) and the vocative 
could only become the source when the univerbated *ioupater was turned into 
nominative. Instead, he assumes that the inherited locative *diou-i (as in Latin 
abl. love) was the basis for the new stem *diou-. That direction is also indicated 
by the existence of the Lindeman variant of the endingless locative *d(i)iou as 
perhaps attested in the Oscan form Diuvei. Walde-Hoffmann (WH 1: 350) look 
for the basis of the *diou- stem in the ablative (locative) *diou-i (Latin love) and 
the vocative (Latin Iupiter, Umbrian Iupater). The Italic paradigm of the noun in 
the meaning ‘Jupiter’ was probably the following (after Nussbaum 1999):

Nom. sg. *diies (Latin Diespiter)
Acc. sg. *diiem (Umbrian dei) *diou-em (L. DIOVEM, Iovem)
Voc. sg. *diie (Umbrian di) *diou (L. Iüpiter, U. Iupater)
Gen. sg. 'djou-es (L. DIOVOS, Iovis, 0. Iiiveis)
Dat. sg. *d(i)iou-ei (L. DIOVE, Iovi, O. Iuvei/Diuvei)
Loc. sg. 'diou-i (L. love)

The relative chronology of the development of the noun *dieu- in Proto-Italic 
seems to have been as follows:

PIE ‘skygod’ ‘sky(god), 
day’ ‘Jupiter’

Nom. sg. *d(i)j-eu-s *diious *dijes » *iou-pater
Gen. sg. 'di-u-e/ós *diuos *diou-es
Dat. sg. *di-u-ei *diuei *diou-ei
Acc. sg. *d(i)i-eu-m "diiem---- *diou-em
Loc. sg. *d(i)i-eu-0 *diou------ *diou-i + in U.
Voc. sg. *d(i)i-eu-<Z> *diou > *diou-pater------- new voc. *diie
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The preservation of di- in forms of the type dius can be due to the Lindeman 
variant of the form *diious (cf. Weiss 2009: 248) or due to the introduction of the 
di- from the oblique cases (cf. de Vaan 2008:170). Otherwise the form *di- would 
have been turned into *i- as in *diou > lit-.

4. Alongside the word for ‘day’ we also find other common words in this declen
sion. One of these is res ‘thing, matter’, which might be either an i-stem *(hx)rehri-s, 
cognate with Vedic acc. sg. rayim (cf. Weiss 2009: 248; Meiser 1998: 148; WH 2: 
430-431; EM: 1008-1009; Mayrhofer 1976: 45-46) or a root noun *(hx)reh,-, as wit
nessed by the Vedic form rdm ‘gift’ to the root rd- ‘give’ (cf. Schindler 1972: 41, 
following personal communication with Karl Hoffmann). It is impossible to tell 
which one was inherited in Latin as both the i-stem and the root noun would 
eventually surface the same (cf. de Vaan 2008:520-521; Szemerenyi 1956).

5. Schindler (1972: 41) observed that the Vedic forms acc.sg. ram and acc.pl. rdh, 
normally connected with the root rayl·, ray- ‘wealth’ can be connected with 
a root rd- ‘give’. Following a personal comment from Karl Hoffmann, Schindler 
assumes the existence of a root noun rd- ‘gift’. It is attested in the following Vedic 
fragment (RV 10.111.7):

säcanta yäd usäsah süryena 
citräm asya ketävo räm avindan

‘Als die Morgenroten mit dem Sonnengott zusammentraten, fanden seine Strahlen 
die herrliche Gabe’ (cf. Schindler 1972: 41).

‘When the Dawns come attendant upon Surya their rays discover wealth of divers 
colours.’ (translation by Ralph Griffith, cf. Griffith 1897: 555).

‘Als sich die Usas’ mit dem Sonnengotte zusammentaten, da fanden dessen Strahlen 
den wunderbaren Reichtum.’ (translation by Karl Geldner, cf. Geldner 1951: 334). 

‘When the Dawns kept company with the Sun, their beacons found his glittering 
gift’ (translation by Joel Brereton and Stephanie Jamison, cf. Brereton, Jamison 
2014:1578).

A somewhat similar assumption has been taken up by Beekes (1985: 80-81) who 
also assumes the existence of a root noun *HreH- but considers the Vedic forms 
acc.sg. rdm and acc.pl. rdh as older forms of the root which shows up in Vedic as 
rayl·, ray- ‘wealth’. He reconstructs the following paradigm for the proto-language 
(Beekes 1985: 80-81):
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PIE Proto-Indo- 
Iranian

Proto-Indo- 
Aryan

Nom. sg.
Acc. sg.
Gen. sg.

*Her-H-s
*Hr-eH-m
*Hr-H-os

> *Har-i-s >
> *HraH-m
> *Hr-H-os

*raH-i-s
*raH-m
(raH-osT)

Beekes assumes a very early development of the Indo-Iranian */i/ anaptyxis 
adjacent to the laryngeal in the position *CHC. He thinks that the root of the 
nominative was rebuilt on the model of the accusative thus giving *raH-is which 
would be the basis for rayi-, though not directly, as the phonetic outcome of 
*raH-is > *rais in Vedic would be *res. The -y- in Vedic must have been introduced 
from the oblique cases. The accusative *raH-m would give rdm and would, in 
his opinion, represent an archaic and isolated form (along with Latin rem which 
Beekes assumes to be the outcome of this paradigm, too). However, the assumption 
of a different ablaut grade in the accusative singular and the nominative singular 
does not have any basis (both forms are so-called strong forms and show the 
same ablaut grade in the paradigm) and additionally, as was shown by Schindler 
(1972: 41 with further literature there) the stem rd- of the root rayi- is itself most 
probably a creation of the grammarians and should rather be connected to the 
root rd- ‘to give’.

If we assume the existence of the root noun *(hx)rehrS in PIE, it would prob
ably develop in Italic as follows:

PIE Vedic Proto-Italic Latin
Nom. sg. *(hx)reh,-s rds *res > res
Gen. sg. *(hx)reh,-e/os *res x> rel (after d-stems)
Dat. sg. *(hx)reh,-ei *rej > rei

Acc. sg. *(hx)reh,-m rdm *rem > rem

The genitive singular * res would have been remodeled on the basis of the d-stems, i.e. 
the -1 ending was introduced into the genitive as it was done in the -d-stems, 
where the model was the genitive in -i of the -o-stems (cf. Weiss 2009: 222-223, 
234 and 254 respectively).
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6. The traditional scenario which considers the Latin word res to be an /-stem, 
together with vedic rayi- is somewhat more complex than the root noun scenario. 
It assumes the following development (cf. Meiser 1998:147-148; Weiss 2009:254-255):

PIE Vedic Proto-Italic Latin
Norn. sg. '(hx)rehri-s rayls (for tres) 'reis » rës (after acc. *rëm)

Gen. sg. ‘(hx)reh,-j-e/os rayas 'reis » rei (after â-stems)
Dat. sg. '(hx)rehri-ei rayé *rêi > reí

Acc. sg. *(hx)reh,-i-m rayím ‘rem > rem

The problematic case here is the assumption that acc. sg. *(hx)reh,-i-m gave Proto
Italic 'rem (as does Meiser 1998:148). We would expect this form to give Proto-Italic 

*reim and thus Latin *rim, just as the original nominative *reis would have given 
Latin *ris (cf. Szemerényi 1956). Weiss (2009: 254) assumes that the form devel
oped as follows: *(hx)reh1i-m > *rei-m > *reiem > *rem > rem. Thus, he assumes 
that the final *-m was syllabic, following the PIE syllabification rule (cf. Schindler 
1977: 56-57; Weiss 2009: 39). However, a simpler solution might also be assumed, 
as noted by Nussbaum (1999). According to him the Italic paradigm of *reis could 
have extended the oblique stem to the accusative, a change typical of Latin con
sonant-stem inflection where the accusative is reinterpreted as a weak case and 
provided with a typical consonant-stem ending '-m > -em:

as in other 
consonant-stems:Proto-Italic

Nom. sg. 'reis 'pater

Gen. sg. 'rèi-e/os » *rëi-es *patr-es

Dat. sg. 'rej-ej » 'réj-ej 'patr-ei

Acc. sg. 'reim » *réi-em *patr-em

At the next step the accusative singular *rei-em would have developed into 're.em 
and consequently into *rem. This *rem was then the basis for the creation of the 
new nominative in res before the shortening of vowels in front of /m/.
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It seems then that this word was the first to create the so-called e-stems in 
Italic. It is also present in Sabellic, most notably in the Umbrian forms dat.sg. ri, 
abl. sg. ri and abl.sg. re(per), which have the same origin as the Latin forms, 
cf. Untermann (2000: 635). The analogical remodeling in dies, i.e. the formation of 
the nominative *dies beside the accusative in *diem could have been an independent 
development or could have been based on the model of* rem:: *res proportion. It is 
worth noting that the remodeling must have taken place before the shortening of 
vowels in front of /mJ since otherwise forms such as opem, noctem, pedem should 
have also developed a nominative in *opes, * nodes and *pedes (cf. Nussbaum 1999). 
The same process has probably occurred in the other core fifth declension forms: 
spes, fides, plebes which are discussed below.

7. The three other common words belonging to the fifth declension are: spes 
‘hope’, fides ‘faith’ and plebes ‘people’. They are usually thought of as stem
ming from the proto-language *spehx- (*h, or *h2), *bhidh-ei and *pleh1-dhu-es 
respectively (cf. Meiser 1998:148-149; de Vaan 2008: 218-219, 471, 580 for all the 
mentioned forms respectively). However, it is far from certain that any of those 
words actually comes from the exact proto-forms mentioned above. Additionally 
Vine (2013) has noted that fames ‘hunger’ could also secondarily belong to this 
type of inflection.

8. Spes, meaning ‘hope’, does not fit well with its presumed cognates among the 
other Indo-European languages, most notably because of the isolated meaning: 
Ved. sphira- ‘fat’, Lith. speti ‘to be in time, be capable’, OCS speti ‘to succeed’ 
OE spowan ‘to prosper’ (cf. de Vaan 2008: 580; WH 2: 573-574; EM: 1132). Mei 
ser (1998:149) explains the origin of this word as a combination of a root noun 

*spbeht-s and an s-stem *spbeht-es but the assumption of the original s-stem is 
rightly criticized by Schrijver (1991: 380) in view of the existence of other s-stems 
in Latin which were preserved as such. De Vaan (2008:580) reconstructs the root 
as *spehi- following the assumption that *h, along with *h2 caused aspiration in 
Indo-Iranian in the *-THV- context but this view is not accepted universally (cf 
Mayrhofer 1986: 136-137). He also assumes that the Old English form spowan 
comes from the same root and I suspect that he wants to explain it from a 
different ablaut grade, though he does not mention this problem at all.

The problem of the etymology of this word is thoroughly discussed by Nuss 
baum (2010). He notes that the word occurs in the singular in all the cases and 
in the plural but only in the nominative and in the accusative and that there is 
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no genitive, dative or ablative plural (a fact already noted by Cicero, cf. Tópi
ca 30). There is a rare word speres attested four times in Archaic Latin and the 
verb sperare. Nussbaum (2010), taking into account the comparative evidence, 
reconstructs *speh2- instead of *speht- which he sees as problematic because of 
the Germanic *spo(j)a with an unexpected о-grade (*spoh,-i) and the aspiration in 
Vedic sphirá-. He explains the origin of spes starting from the semantics, with the 
observation that ‘hope’ can be the result of a desiderative *-s formation ‘to wish 
for a successful outcome’. Such formations are replaced in Latin with sa-presents. 
Then the desiderative *speh2-s would be replaced by *spesa- (giving sperare). Due to 
its aberrant semantics, spes may then well be originally an underlying verbal 
abstract of sperare (so Nussbaum 2010).

9. Fides is usually reconstructed as an i-stem (perhaps hysterokinetic but then 
it might also be an internal derivative of another primary formation), cf. de Vaan 
(2008: 219), WH (1: 494), EM (415-416). The solution given by Meillet (1922: 215- 
218), that this word was modeled on PIE *Hred-dl'eh, ‘trust’, followed by Schrijver 
(1991: 380), is rightly criticized by de Vaan (2008: 219). De Vaan himself reconstructs 
the *-eh¡ suffix for the Latin form which does not have any comparative evidence. 
However, if the connection with Greek peithd ‘persuasion’ is correct, then the 
Latin form reflects the form *bhidh-ei- with the full grade generalized throughout 
the paradigm as Proto-Italic *<pi9ei. The accusative would then be *<pi9ei-em > 

"<pi9eem > *<pi9em and to this form a new nominative in *<pi9es was made (cf. the 
creation of dies) giving the Latin form fides (cf. Nussbaum 1999).

10. Plebes is usually reconstructed2 as an hysterokinetic *-ueh2-stem - Steinbauer 
(apud Mayrhofer 1986: 113) reconstructs it as an *-ueh2- stem while Schrijver fa
vours the hysterodynamic *-ue/ij-stem (Schrijver 1991: 381). Both solutions seem 
flawed to me as the reconstructions are more transponats than actual proto-forms 
as the evidence for a suffix of the *-ueh2- or ‘-uehj-shape in the proto-language is 
scarce, at most. Klingenschmitt (1992: 127) assumes that this word goes back to 
a hysterokinetic *-u-stem but the assumption that its vocalism (*plhIdh-u- > *plaftu) 
was influenced by plenus ‘full’ (cf. Meiser 1998: 149) seems improbable. It seems 
far more likely to me that this word actually goes back to an ‘u-stem *plehidh-u-s 
which had the form *plehidh-u-e/os in the oblique and this in turn gave Latin plebis 
to which both plebs, -is and plebes, -ei were made as nominatives. The vocalism 

2 For the earlier theories see WH (2: 320-321), EM (909-910).
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of plëbës could have been influenced by pübës (cf. Muller 1926: 344, 350-351; 
Ernout 1954:109)3, a word of similar usage and meaning in the archaic formula 
pube praesenti, attested in Plautus.4 There seemed to be a competition between 
the three words concerning the public: pübës, populus and poplicus so this kind 
of influence of one form on the other is not surprising (as in püblicus itself which 
seems to be a contamination of pubes and archaic poplicus, cf. Muller 1926: 350; 
de Vaan 2008: 495). The Greek form plëthus might also come from the same 
oblique form with remade nominative on analogy to the forms which contained 
a laryngeal, e.g. ophrüs ‘eyebrow’ < *h3bhruhx- (cf. de Lamberterie 1990: 636-640; 
Klingenschmitt 1992:127; Martinez García 1996: 224-233; Nussbaum 1998:533-534; 
Neri 2003:110-112).

3 The origin of Latin pübës, - is is also a matter of dispute, cf. most recently Garnier (2010), 
earlier Adams (1985).

4 Plautus, Pseudolus 126: “pube praesenti in contione, omni poplo” (cf. Muller 1926: 350).
5 If not stated otherwise, the attestations of the forms and citations are taken from 

Bibliotheca Teubneriana Latina (2002).
6 On the origin of those formations see Piwowarczyk 2016.

11. Alongside those core forms we also find numerous abstract nouns in -iës of 
the type: aciës ‘sharpness’, rabies ‘rage’ and also abstract nouns in-iës/-ia (mâteriës 
‘matter, wood’, mûries ‘brine, pickle’) and -itiës (notifies ‘acquaintance’, segnitiës 
‘sloth, inertia’) which have alternating forms of the first declension (ie. respec
tively materia, müria and nôtitia, segnitia). The most startling fact about those 
formations is that they are already present in archaic Latin and are used synon
ymously. Already in Cato’s ‘De Agri Cultura’ we encounter e.g. mûries (nom. sg.) 
and muriam (acc. sg. of muria) or mâteriem (acc. sg. to mâteriës) and materiam 
(acc. sg. to materia) used side by side.5 Among the mâteriës/-ia-type nouns we 
can discern between those in which both variants appear in the same period (as 
mâteriës [Cato], materia [Cato]), those in which the -ies variant is attested first 
and the -ia variant is later (like illuuiës [Terence] and illuuia [Late Latin]) and 
those in which it is the -ia variant that is attested earlier whereas the - iës form 
develops later (e.g. effigia [Plautus] and effigies [Cicero]). Most of those formations 
seem either to be deverbal (series, species, effigies) or denominal abstract nouns 
(mâteriës, luxuries, cf. Mikkola 1964:168) but several of those have a completely 
opaque form in terms of their derivational history within the Latin material 
(ingluviës, sanies).6
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12. It has been claimed that two words dies and res could not form the basis 
for the creation of a completely new type of inflection (Schrijver 1991: 366ff. 
following Pedersen 1926). However, if one checks the frequency dictionary for 
Latin it becomes clear that those two words belong to the most frequently used 
in the language - with 1,458 and 2,735 occurreces for dies and res respectively 
(Delatte et al. 1981: 28, 92). 'Therefore, this should not be taken as an argument 
against the secondary nature of the Latin fifth declension.

13. Whereas the precise mechanism and the relative chronology of the forma
tion of all the reflexes of the Proto-Indo-European stems in Italic are not totally 
uncovered, what seems quite clear is the fact that the nominative in *diiés was 
extended to the accusative as *diiem on the model of *rês :: *rem and thus gave 
rise to the existence of the so-called fifth declension.
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